Pulp - Story #256
[RFE] Make event type for *.error for email alerts
02/19/2015 02:19 AM - justin.garrison@disneyanimation.com

Status:

CLOSED - WONTFIX

Start date:
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Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

% Done:

0%

Category:

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Tags:

Pulp 2

Sprint/Milestone:
Platform Release:
Groomed:

No

Sprint:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Quarter:

Description
++ This bug was initially created as a clone of Bugzilla Bug #1146726 ++
Description of problem:
Description of problem: When creating an event the current --event-type will be triggered on success and failed events. I would like a
way to only trigger when an event is occured to limit the amount of alerts sent.
Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable): 2.4.1
How reproducible: N/A
Steps to Reproduce:
1. create an event with event type repo.sync.*
2. Get an email every time a repo is synced
3. filter the emails and ignore them
Actual results: Emails/alerts are triggered for success or failed events
Expected results: Emails should only be sent when an error occurs
--- Additional comment from mhrivnak@redhat.com at 09/26/2014 14:37:28 --FWIW our whole notification system is due for a re-think in the not-so-distant future. Thanks for the feedback.
History
#1 - 04/12/2019 07:48 PM - bmbouter
- Status changed from NEW to CLOSED - WONTFIX
#2 - 04/12/2019 07:52 PM - bmbouter
Pulp 2 is approaching maintenance mode, and this Pulp 2 ticket is not being actively worked on. As such, it is being closed as WONTFIX. Pulp 2 is
still accepting contributions though, so if you want to contribute a fix for this ticket, please reopen or comment on it. If you don't have permissions to
reopen this ticket, or you want to discuss an issue, please reach out via the developer mailing list.
#3 - 04/15/2019 11:17 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
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